Invitation to all ISD's Special Athletes
FRIDAY, APRIL 24th, 10am-2pm
Adaptive Tennis Clinic
Educational eSports Inclusive Gaming
BHS Tennis Courts and Scott Gym eSports

All because she lived …

Scott Building, 4116 Avenue N 1/2, Galveston, 77550

FREE + Lunch + Equipment Provided

Adaptive Tennis Clinic Inclusion
Adaptive Equipment that is inclusive for everyone.

Tennis raquets come in a variety of shapes and sizes, shorter, smaller
and lighter, which make gripping the raquet and hitting the ball
easier, if range of motion is an issue. Athletic tape or a
gripping device to secure the raquet in their hand. Tennis balls vary
in size and compression. Larger tennis balls are easier to hit
and lower compression means that tennis balls will move more
slowly and be less likely to bounce over your head, allowing rallies
to last longer. Even tennis courts can be reconfigured for
adaptive tennis playing area means longer points and have fun!

RSVP by 4/8

Microsoft Inclusive Gaming
Gaming that’s inclusive for everyone.

Our Microsoft Inclusive Gaming eSports Challenge will
showcase Microsoft Adaptive Control-ler for an inclusive
Xbox game play experience as well as Surface devices
featuring inclusive tools to em-power students to unlock their
full learning potential!

Accessible for all

There are no limits to what people can achieve when
technology reflects the diversity of everyone who uses
it. Building accessibility into everything we do helps us
empower people of all abilities to achieve more.

It's not about the sport. It's so much more.
The Christina Grillo Sullivan Foundation is a 501c(3) public charity
dedicated to encourage and facilitate healthy and active
lifestyles for children and adults with and without
intellectual and physical challenges through the Foundation‛s
Recreational Adaptive and Unified Fitness Sports Programs.
Benefits include stress reliever, physical exercise, social
interaction, builds self-confidence providing Inclusion
through Adaptive and Unified Sports.
~Josephine Sullivan, Executive Director

Gaming that’s accessible to everyone.
Nothing should come between you and the games you love.
Xbox strives to eliminate barriers, and to empower gamers
to customize the way they play
Gaming that’s safe for everyone.
Gaming is a fun part of a balanced life. Xbox strives to
create a place where everyone can play responsibly, within
the boundaries they set, and do so free from fear and
intimidation.

“Tennis gives kids the chance to feel good about what they are doing and the
chance to interact with other kids.
Click Here to Register josephine@tcgsf.org, 409-209-0581

